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1 Introduction 
Mere than twenty years after the discovery of CP violation", we may be wit
nessing the beginning of a new era in our understanding of this mysterious sym
metry breaking. The recent tentative evidence2* for the existence of an intrinsic 
CP violation in K° -» 2* decay amplitudes, as compared to the well-established 
CP violation in the K° -ffl* mass matrix, should encourage increased efforts 
for high precision experiments in this field. More experimental information is 
in fact absolutely necessary to reach a better understanding of one of the main 
puzzles of low energy particle physics. Although the Standard Model (SM)3' is 
at present perfectly able to accommodate the effect, it does not offer a deeper 
understanding of the phenomenon. Of course, CP violation could be nothing 
more than a few Yukawa couplings being complex, but it could also be a te
lescope for looking beyond the SM. 

The task of summarizing the present status of CP violation has been greatly 
facilitated by the appearanc«» of two excellent and thorough reviews4,8* earlier 
this year. I shall rely on those reviews in several respects, both for the material 
that I shall discuss and as an excuse for the topics that I won't include. Mo
reover, I won't be able to give proper references especially to the older literature 
referring again to Refs. 4, 5 for essentially complete bibliographies. 

In Sect. 2, the SM will be confronted with the present experimental situation. 
After locating the source of CP violation in the SM as the imaginary part 
of a rephasing invariant product of four Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM)*' 
matrix elements, the standard parameters«, c1 in K° -* 2* decays are discussed 
as measures of CP violation in the K° - TT* mass matrix and of CP violation 
in amplitudes, respectively. While e sets the scale of CP violation in the SM, a 
comparison of the theoretical prediction and of the experimental measurement 
of ('/e a in principle a non-trivial test of the SM. The present status in the 
calculation of e'/e is reviewed. The SM model predicts immeasurably small 
electric dipole moments which are sensitive signals for CP violation in view of 
the CPT theorem. 

In Sect. 3, an attempt is made to assess some of the future possibilities to 
test CP violation. The main emphasis will be on rare K decays stressing in 
particular the need to isolate observables sensitive to intrinsic CP violation. 
Time-dependent rate asymmetries will be exemplified in /C° -+ "n decays and 
the longitudinal polarization of muons in KL ~* ß+(i~ will be discussed. Charge 
asymmetries in /f* -• *±T), K* -» ^Pl" and amplitude CP violation in 
KL -+ ft°l+l~ can be related to each other in the framework of chiral pertur-
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bation theory, which also allows for an estimate of the transverse polarization 
of muons in Ki —• ir°/i+/A". The second part of Sect. 3 summarizes some of the 
proposed tests of CP violation in B decays. 

In Sect. 4, extensions of the SM are considered as possible alternative or at 
least additional sources of CP violation, restricting myself to low energy models. 
After a rather cursory treatment of the SM with more than three generations, 
multi-Higgs models are discussed as one possible scenario of spontaneous CP 
violation. A recent analysis of the structure of the mixing matrix in multi-
Higgs models with spontaneous CP violation and neutral flavour conservation 
is touched upon. Another candidate for going beyond the SM is the left-right 
symmetric gauge model. The structure of spontaneous CP violation in the mi
nimal version of the model is investigated and, as a side remark, the situation 
for B° - W mixing is clarified. Minimal supereymmetric extensions of the SM 
based on N — 1 supergravity contain new contributions to CP violating ob-
8ervables mainly due to gluino and squark exchange. As a final topic of Sect. 
4, generalized CP transformations are introduce«! which are non-diagonal in 
flavour space. The consequences of generalised CP invariance are pointed out. 
Sect. 5 contains a short conclusion. 

2 Experimental Status and the Standard Mo
del 

In the SM, the KM mixing matrix V is the only source of CP violation, putting 
aside possible effects due to strong CP violation7). Physical quantities such as 
CP violating observables must be unchanged by phase transformations on the 
fermion fields (rephasing invariance). It is immediately obvious that one needs 
a product of at least four KM matrix elements to get a rephasing invariant 
quantity with a non-vanishing imaginary part necessary for CP violation. 

For the number of generations no = 3, it turns out rather remarkably8' that 
there is an essentially unique invariant measure of CP violation quartic in KM 
matrix elements. If we look at the quantities 

/<,-„ = ImiVvVuV&Vtf (2.1) 

for all possible values of the indices i,j,k,t - 1,2,3, we find that (2.1) either 
vanishes or 

±/i/w = «J«2«JCIC?CJ sin 6 = A2X*rj = J (2.2) 
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in terms of the usual KM parameters or with the parametrization of Wolfen
stein9'. More precisely, the /,/« are non-rero for i / k, j ^ / (altogether nine 
different possibilities), which is unfortunately obscured by the Wolfenstein pa-
rametrization to the accuracy usually given. 

Two important conclusions can be drawn immediately: 

i) CP violation requires either the interference of at least two single W 
exchange amplitudes or an amplitude with two W exchanges such as a 
loop amplitude; 

ii) CP violating amplitudes or rates must be proportional tc J. Of course, the 
same is not true for all CP violating observables which are often defined 
in terms of ratios of amplitudes or rates. 

What do we know about the quantity J in (2.2) which governs all CP vio
lation effects in the SM? From the CP violating parameter e to be defined in 
(2.12) and from the recent observation of B% - 2J mixing1 0' one can estimate 
J rather independently of the unknown top quark mass. A recent analysis'1' 
suggests 

J ~ 3 • 10"6 (2.3) 

as the most likely value with 
J < 8 • 10"6 (2.4) 

as a rather conservative upper bound. The upper bound (2.4) is »bout a factor 
two smaller compared to the bound from | sin 5\ < 1 and experimental informa
tion on the mixing angles 1 2 , 1 5'. 

To date, CP violation is only seen in the K° - TT5 complex. The physical 
states Ks, Ki are given in terms of the CP eigenstates 

l*W = ^(l*°> T WS). CP\K\A) = ±\KfA) (2.5) 

as 

Ji + W 
with the mixing parameter p related to the off-diagonal Ä"0 - 7T°" mass matrix 
element 

p ~ I m M , 2 - ^ImTia. (2.7) 
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Although sometimes confused with the physical parameter e to be defined in 
(2.12), the phase depended mixirg parameter p ia, of course, not an observable 
quautity. A measuraole quantity can be defined by 

1 - iTR 2 " {KS]KL) ~ i+W n-\7i' ( 2 ' 8 ) 

Assuming the AS — AQ rule as embodied in the SM, the lepton charge asym
metry iu seini-leptouic Ki decay is directly given by the parameter Z: 

L ~ t{kL - i - t t u ) + r(Ä"r - T + Z - F ) " z • l z a j 

Experimentally, we have13' 

6L = (3.30 ± 0.12) -HT*. (2.i0) 

Historically, CP violation was first detected in A - 0 -» 2ir decays1'. With the 
usual definitions 

= A { K L - > * * * ; ) 

i4(/f°-*irjr(/)) = e ,''M/ l / = 0,2, (2.11) 

(J = \mA>

I/KeAI, 

one can write 

« = /> + »&, «' = ^ w ( 6 - 6 ) (2.12) 

u = « i ^ - M ^ , | w | - i ~ 22 

to first order in CP violating quantities. 
Before discussing the experimental situation, let me emphasize the different 

aspects of the parameters e, «'. In contrast to e which is the rephasing invariant 
measure of CP violation in the K^-W5 mass matrix, ^ is a genuine measure of 
CP violation in the decay amplitudes Aj (intrinsic or amplitude CP violation). 
It is suppressed in K -> 2* decays by the A / = 1/2 rule [\u\ ~ 1/22), but it 
will be a major task of future experimental and theoretical research to pin down 
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the origin and size of t4. Up to this conference, t' was consistent with zero as 
predicted by the auperweak model14': 

( 4.6 ± 5.3 ± 2.4) 10~5 Bernstein et al. 1 5 ) 

(1.7 ±8.2)-10-» Black et al."> (2.13) 

(3.5 ± 3.0 ± 2.0) 1G~S E731 (FNAL) (preliminary)17' 

t _ 

€ 

At the time of this conference, a preliminary result of a new measurement of 
the NA31-Collaboration at CERN was announced2': 

- = (3.5 ±0.7 ±0.4 ±1.2)-KT' (2.14) 

giving for the first time at least a strong indication for the existence of intrinsic 
CP violation. 

The statistically most significant way to calculate \i\ uses the formula 

N 2 = | l«f +- | 2+gW 2+2|c' | a (2.15) 

yielding13' 
|e| = (2.283 ± 0.019) 1 0 s . (2.16) 

The general theoretical analysis of t, e1 is summarized in the following equa
tions 

£» = ImJMi2/ReM1 2, (2.17) 

ie»'(*i-M JUA7f, . . t*'* Re A , , . _ , . l o X 

< = ~W'EI(6"WÄ TTEI(6"(o) ( 2 , 8 ) 

where the experimental fact Re A2/Re An > 0 has been used to obtain (2.19). 
The phases in (2.17) and (2.18) are consistent with experimental observation13': 

arg fj+- = (44.6 ± 1.2)°, arg »foo = (54 ± 5)°. (2.20) 

In the SM, e is dominated by the box diagram contribution to A/u in Fig. 1. 
Long-distance contributions are very probably negligible18', especially in view 



(.f (2.14), and also £„ can be neglected in the KM phase convention. From the 
diagram in Fig. 1, with QCD corrections included19'; one obtains20' 

e'*'iUyMfrMlcflB . , ,, . , t w , v ,, ., 
t ~ .... j [-r}lf(x{,xc)+ri28j{32^aico86)j(x,1xl)+T)if{x(,xl)\ 

(2.21) 
r?, ~0.7, f/2^0.6, t/j~0.4, 

/ ( i j , x.) ~ x, (x, < 1), x, = ™1/Mw 
f[xt,xt) ~ x flnx,/x f . 

The main theoretical uncertainty in (2.21) comes from the so-called bag factor 
B with a preferred range4,5* 

0.3< Bll. (2.22) 
Compared to the situation of a few years ago, the SM does not encounter any 
problems today in accommodating the observed value (2.16) for t even for B on 
the lower side of (2.22). This is due to two experimental "facts": the (-quark is 
probably rather heavy (m(>50 GeV21') and there is now a definite lower limit22' 
for V„i - 3,a3 (IV^I/IVjjj > 0.07) relevant for a non-zero J. 

The status of c* in the SM is a little more involved. The effective AS = 1 
Hamiltonian including the strong interactions2*' 

Kff1 =-^'iCiC> j^CtQi (2.23) 

with Wilson coefficients C, and four-quark operators Q, leads to 

6 = 0, (2.24) 
with £o being dominated by the penguin operator Qt. The situation is compli
cated by isospin breaking effects24' mainly due to quark mass differences and by 
direct electromagnetic contributions28' to (2.23) called electromagnetic penguin 
operators (the relevant diagram to lowest order QCD is shown in Fig. 2). A 
priori, one would expect such effects to be rather small. The important obser
vation is that these correctione induce a non-vanishing Im A2- Since Re >42 is 
suppressed due to the LI = 1/2 rule, a non-negligible & is generated contri
buting to «* in (2.18). After several, sometimes conflicting, calculations of these 
corrections24 ,25 ,2e' the state of the art was summarised recently by Sharpe27'. 
Taking t from experiment, the key equation takes the form 

7 = 2 "^rw-J • # 1 ? ^ > t * < 1 - n ^ + n £ v r ) ( 2 2 5 ) 
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1 W = 0.23 C f ' +f>B> (2.26) 

where the electromagnetic penguin operators Q7l Q6 have Wilson coefficients C 7, 
Cs and C, ~ Im (?,-. The bag factor» Bi normalize the various matrix elements 
to their vacuum insertion values 

* = 9 $ x L ' i=6'7-8- (2-27) 

Whereas the isospin violating term2*) 

n ^ 7 / ~ 0.35 - 0.45 \1;A6) 

is certainly positive decreasing e*, CIEMP depends on the unknown bag factors 
Bi, B7, B*. If all Bi are positive as suggested by the vacuum insertion approxi
mation, CIEMP cancels part of the suppression due to O ^ . Although prelimi
nary lattice results28' favour a rather big CIEMP C ' 0 8 € to (!„+* in (2.28), both 
vacuum insertion and the large Nc approximation24' yield smaller values. All 
three methods have 0.5*2?« < 1 and thus d/e as given by (2.25) is certainly con
sistent in both sign and magnitude with the latest experimental result (2.14). 
It is certainly premature, however, to call this agreement a success of the SM. 

Based on our well-founded prejudice that CPT is exactly conserved, CP 
violation implies T violation. The most precise bounds on T violation come 
from measurements of electric dipole moments. The best published experimental 
bounds are 

| 4 | < 2.6 10-Me.cm(95%c.l.) Altarev et al."> 
(2.29) 

\dt\ < 2.2 10-Me.cm(90%c.l.) RPP 1 8' 

but there are expectations and persistent rumours that a sensitivity of 10~M 

e.cm has already Been reached for the electric dipole moment d» of the neutron. 
The SM predicts80' 

14.1 a (10- M -10-* 2 )e .cm , , 
A A ( 2 - 3 0 > 
at = U. 

The small value for dn is essentially due to the fact that the dipole moment dq 

of an individual quark vanishes even to two-loop order. 
A non-sero measurement of 4 at the level of 10""27 -10~ 2 * e.cm would give a 

tremendous boost to alternative explanations of CP violation to be considered in 
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Sect. 4. Any discussion of electric dipole moments for hadrons would, however, 
be incomplete without the following obligatory remark that reminds one of the 
usual warning of the Minister of Health concerning smoking: d„ of unfortunately 
any size could be due to strong CP violation7). 

3 Future Tests of CP Violation 
The general strategy in the phenomenology of CP violation is to locate all CP 
violating observables with realistic prospects to be measured in the not too 
distant future. An additional bonus is in store for every quantity especially 
sensitive to intrinsic as compared to mass matrix CP violation. In this section, 
I shall discuss rare K decays in some detail, give a brief review of the prospects 
to detect CP violation in B decays and refer to the recent reviews4 , 6' for all 
other processes that have been investigated. 

3.1 Rare K Decays 
Unlike two pions, the final state in K° decays will in general be a mixture of 
CP = ±1 states, e.g., ff4*"*0,77,/*+/*-. A useful observable, which requires 
tagging of the intitial K°, W5, was suggested51) almost twenty years ago: the 
asymmetry 

_ r(g»(Q-*/)-r(g(o->/) _ -z + F{t) 
, u T{K'(t)-*f) + T(K*{t)-*f) 1 - ZF(t) [ > 

of intensities as a function of time. In (3.1), CP violation in K0-"!^ mixing con
tributes to both the parameter Z defined in (2.8) and to the function F(t), while 
F(t) is also sensitive to amplitude CP violation. In terms of the amplitudes 

AS,L(±) = A[KU - f±), CP\f±) = ± | / ± ) , (3.2) 

the function F(t) is given by 

f ( , ) = l^r^^^M^'^MAiW + As(-m-)\}. 
(3.3) 

Since 
JjmF(0 = 0, (3.4) 
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the interesting time range for detecting a signal of intrinsic CP violation is giveu 
by 

t < O ( T | C s ~ 1 0 - 1 0

3 ) . (3.5) 
The final state / in (3.1) can in principle be any state containing both particle 
and antiparticle of a given type. The first measurement of A/(i) at the LEAR 
facility at CERN will probably be undertaken for / = 3x. Since the theoretical 
description is a little easier for / = 77,1 shall discuss the asymmetry (3.1) in 
connection with the 27 final state in the next subsection. 

3-1-1 i f -> T]f. The amplitude for M -* 77 with a neutral meson M has the 
general form 

A[M->ri) = ^ ( * i K ( * a ) M ( + ) ( M i » - * i - * i ^ ) + ^(-)«i*#»W}- ( 3- 6) 
The amplitudes A(±) can be calculated in chiral perturbation theory with the 
effective chiral Lagrangian of the SM. The amplitude A(+) is unambiguously 
given to lowest non-trivial order by the one-loop diagrams shown in Fig. 3. The 
theoretical prediction32' 

gjjj£3}-U-10- (3-7) 
is confirmed by a recent measurement53' 

B{Ks-* 11) = (2.5 ±1.2) 10-«. 

The amplitude A(-) is more problematic. To lowest order in chiral perturbation 
theory, only JT° and 7 contribute in the diagram of Fig. 4 yielding a /anishing 
total amplitude because of the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula. Thus, one has 
to go to the next order in chiral perturbation theory where a complete calcula
tion is not yet available. A main problem84' is the emergence of renormalization 
counterterms which can be complex giving rise to an intrinsic CP violation ef
fect. Although it is by no means clear how to relate this intrinsic CP violation 
to the underlying quark flavour mixing, several attempts5*' have been made to 
estimate the asymmetry (3.1). For the purpose of illustration, Fig. 5 shows the 
results of a recent estimate by Chau and Cheng5«' who attribute the dominant 
intrinsic CP violation in F(t) to the relative phase between the TJQ and the r°, rjg 

contributions to the amplitude in Fig. 4. The amount of intrinsic CP violation 
determines the difference between the two curves in Fig. 5. If the effect is really 
as big as estimated in Ref. 36 it should be detectable for tt^Ka-
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3.1.2 Kt -> p+p~. Since CP reverses the helicities of both fermions, a longitudi-
üal polarization of either muon is an unambiguous sign of GP violation. Writing 
the amplitude in the general form 

A{KL -* M V ) = »(»'# + Ait)v, (3.8) 

the longitudinal polarization P{p~) is given by 

w - SAB' r=(1" 4m'/Afi)i/i • (3-9) 

Defining amplitudes J4„ 27, (i = 1,2) for the CP eigenstates K°lt Äj via 

A = [At + pAMjl + W 
(3.10) 

B = (ft + pUiJ/̂ /l + M', 

one obtains 
Im(A*B)~Im[A;(52 + r;Jö1)j (3.11) 

to first order in CP violating quantities. The amplitudes J4J, £ 2 are CP violating 
whereas Aif Bi conserve CP. The second term in (3.11) is due to mass matrix 
CP violation. The transition K\ -* p+p~ has not yet been calculated37' nor 
measured, but using only the 77-absorptive part of Bx leads58' to P{p~) i 10 _ s. 
The more interesting first term in (3.11) is a measure of intrinsic CP violation. 
In the SM, J92 is calculated") from the diagram in Fig. 6 with the IdH vertex 
induced at the one-loop le.el. Since B? is real, one can take Im A% from the 
77-abaorptive part of K\ -* 77 -* p+p~ to arrive at the final result39' 

p , . 2 10-aGeV^ ,_ . . , 

Thus, P{p~) can be rather big for a light Higgs, but the intrinsic CP violation 
contribution (3.12) can be neglected for Mg > 10 GeV compared to the second 
term in (3.11). In alternative models of CP violation, Im(j4jBj) may be larger 
than in the SM. 

3.1.3 K* -* ^ 7 7 , K* -> *±t+l- and KL -> *°t+t. Together with Antonio 
Pich and Eduardo de Rafael, we have recently finished a detailed study34' of 
these non-leptonic radiative K decays in the framework of chiral perturbation 
theory. We have shown that to lowest non-trivial order in chiral perturbation 
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theory all signals of intrinsic CP violation in these transitions can be unambi
guously related to each other. As an examp'e, we can predict the fallowing ratio 
of CP violating charge asymmetries 

r(Ä> - *+«+«-) - r(K- -+ T-e+c-) " 1 J i l i r • (3.13) 

Likewise, the intrinsically CP violating term in the amplitude for Ki —»t^tM' 
is related to either one of the charge asymmetries in (3.13). The magnitude of 
all these effects is governed by the imaginary part of a certain coupling constant 
which is not determined by chiral symmetry. With certain approximations54', 
this quantity can be estimated giving rise to a charge asymmetry 

|r(Ä"+ - t+n) - T{K' - 0 7 ) 1 ~ 3 • 10"M GeV. (3.14) 

In order to measure this asymmetry, a s>nsitivity of order 10~10 in branching 
ratio is needed. Experiments currently under way40' should be able to attain 
this sensitivity. 

Chiral perturbation theory can also be used to compare the CP violating 
one-photon exchange and the CP conserving two-photon exchange for Ki -* 
n^t't' transitions. For the e+c~ mode, we confirm a recent conjecture41' that 
the CP conserving amplitude is completely negligible and that the effects oi 
intrinsic and of mass matrix CP violation may be comparable. The situation 
is different for Ki -* irV+/*"' where the CP conserving two-photon exchange 
amplitude may even be bigger than the CP violating one. This is due to the fact 
that to leading order in Jiiral perturbation theory the two-photon amplitude 
is proportional to the lepton mass and therefore considerable bigger in the case 
of n+/i~. As a rather speciacular consequence, we find84' an average transverse 
muon polarization of the order 20 - 60% as a clear signal of CP violation. 

The decays Ki -* x°t+tr could be just barely within reach of ongoing high 
statistics experiments40' because branching ratios between 10"1 3 and 10~n are 
to be expected. In any case, the investigation of rare K decays will certainly 
play an important role in experimental studies of CP violation in the 90's. 

3.2 B Decays 
B decays are often regarded as the favourite candidates for detecting CP viola
tion outside the kaon system and they have therefore received a lot of attention. 
Here, I can only mention a few characteristic features but many more details 
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can be found in Refs. 4, 5 and in several recent comprehensive studies42'. 

3.2.1 Diiepton charge asymmetry. The most direct way to detect mass mixing 
CP violation analogous to (2.9) involves th a diiepton charge asymmetry 

a ~ N+++ N~ ~ W+l ( } 

where N+*, N denote the like-sign diiepton yields in the process 

c+e- - B»& - t-PX. (3.16) 

A somewhat inore realistic measure is the total lepton charge asymmetry 

where the diiepton ratio 

*=q+£: (,18, 
kau now been measured for Pj at the T(4a) as 1 0 ' 

R(B%)= 0.21 ± 0.08. (3.i9) 

Within the SM, R{B®) is then predicted to be even bigger48'. The crucial para
meter Z 13 to a good approximation given by 

Z*\]m{T*2jM&) (3.20) 

in term* of the transition width Tf7 and of the off-diagonal mass matrix element 
M,^. The dominant terms in ?f2l Mfc calculated from the analogue of the box 
diagram in Fig. 1 have the same phase. Consequently, Z is due to non-leading 
terms and decreases with increasing m (. Moreover, Z is, of course, proportional 
to J as all CP violating parameters in the SM and has therefore been pushed 
down further by the upper bound (2.4) compared to earlier estimates. Altoge
ther we expect 

Z{B°d)ilO-\ Z{B°t)i 10-* (3.21) 
giving rise to very small lepton charge asymmetries (3.15), (3.17) in the SM. 
However, these asymmetries should certainly be pursued experimentally because 
they may suggest new physics beyond the SM. 
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3.2.2 Noo-leptoiiic B decays. There is general agreement that non-leptonic B 
decays offer better chsjices to detect CP violation in the framework of the SM. A 
possible observable is the time integrated asymmetry of conjugate decay widths 

r(BW)-r(fy>-+/) , 3 2 2 , 
r ( ^ - / ) + r(B»-/) l ' ] 

where / is a final state common to B° and S with definite CP 1: 

CP\f)~ef\f). (3.23) 

Possible examples for such final states are 

Blt"Bj -» D+D-,1>Ks>1>Ks*\D+D-Ks,*+t-
B°„W, -» F+F-,1>i. 

In the SM, the asymmetry W is found to be 

(3.24) 

W = TTW^W'' < 3 2 5 ) 

l + x* IB 

where >̂ is a measure of amplitude CP violation defined by 4 4' 

XCP = \Xcp\r^ = -v-^Z'f)' | A " 1 - l• ( 3 < 2 6 ) 

Note that in the limit of CP conservation 

e"2,> = e/ . (3.27) 

The factor z / ( l + x 2) is due to the time integration and is almost maximal for10' 

x,= 0.73 ±0 .18 , (3.28) 

but it is suppressed for the expected x, > 1. If experimentally feasible, it may 
thus be advantageous46' to study the time dependence of the analogue of A/(f) 
in(3.1)for<<0(Tu). 

'More generally, a similar asymmetry as (3.22) can also be studied if |/) is not a CP 
eigeostate. 
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For the dominant B decays, assuming W exchange to dominate the transi
tion, one obtains 

sin If j = 0(1), sin l<p. = 0(s\) (3.29) 

and thus the asymmetry (3.22) can be large for B%. However, it must be kept 
;,.i tuind that one can never beat the characteristic CP violation parameter J of 
the SM. If CP asymmetries are sizable42'45' (going up to several tens of percent), 
the branching ratios for those decays are very small and vice versa. Without 
special tricks like summing over a certain class of final states as suggested by 
bigi and Sanda42', at least 107.027 pairs will be necessary in a given experiment 
to detect CP violation in B decays. 

Another interesting possibility with unfortunately even smaller rates is pro
vided by the processes49' 

e+ e - -* #»3*-»/,/„ (3.30) 

with in general different final CP eigenstates / i , fa. Specializing to coherent 
B°W production with odd relative angular momentum, the probability of re
action (3.30) is 

PmUuh) = 20(/1)fl(/2){iiii2(#>i-<PI) + qi'lj)**2*18in2^> (3-3 1> 

where J5(/,) is the branching ratio for B° -+ /,. The first term in (3.31) survives 
even in the limit of CP conservation for e/, = -c/ , because of (3.27), but the 
second term is purely CP violating. Thus, observation of a single event of the 
type (3.30) with th = t h and odd L[B°Wj such as4*' 

e+e~ — B°W -* 4>Ksi>Ks (3.32) 

would constitute unambiguous evidence for CP violation. 
CP violating asymmetries in charged B decays are certainly worthwhile ex

perimentally, but they are difficult to compute because they require the presence 
of final state interactions. In this respect, K decays with considerably fewer open 
channels will be much superior for a meaningful comparison between theory and 
experiment (cf. subsection 3.1.3). 

Similar signals for mixing and/or CP violation in D decays are expected to 
be much smaller and, if experimentally observed, would certainly point to new 
physics. 
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3.3 Other Reactions 
For other process« relevant for the phenomenology of CP violation such as seini-
leptonic decays, non-leptonic hyperon decays, triple product correlations, Z° 
decays, CP violation in jet physics, etc. 1 refer once again to the comprehensive 
reviews in Refs. 4, 5. 

4 Alternative Models of CP Violation 
The SM does not offer any explanation why some Yukawa couplings should De
complex, but it is nevertheless a very predictive scheme for no = 3 because all 
CP violating amplitudes are proportional to the same parameter J. In this short 
survey of possible alternatives I shall restrict myself to low-energy extensions 
of the SM which share this feature of predictability. Special attention is given 
to models with spontaneous CP violation (SCPV) suggesting a common origin 
of gauge and CP symmetry breaking. 

4.1 More Generations in the SM 
In general, the number of independent phases in the mixing matrix is given by 

Npk = ( n ° " l)^° ~ 2 ) . (4.1) 

Thus, for more generations the predictive power of the no = 3 case is lost. 

4.2 Multi-Higgs Models 
The most attractive candidate is the model of Weinberg47* with three Higgs 
doublets and with SCPV, where neutral flavour conservation (NFC) in the 
Higgs sector is enforced by a horizontal symmetry. The KM matrix is real in 
this model and CP violation is due to charged Higgs exchange only. The original 
short-distance calculations"' found 

t* < 26 (4.2) 

which, together with fa - 0, leads to the unacceptably big 

t „ _ | w j ~ -0.05 (4.3) 
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from (2.19). 
Two different ways have been suggested to rescue the model. Accepting 

a judiciously chosen hierarchy of Higgs vacuum expectation values*9', some 
of the Higgs couplings can be enhanced yielding a much larger em from the 
short-distance contribution alone. The resulting values for e'/e can be made 
consistent with [2.14). The second medication50' foresees the dominance of 
long-distance contributions to e, thereby again evading (4.3). However, both 
approaches impiy<8'5 l , that dn cannot be significantly below 10 _ M e.cm. There 
is probably oniy a short respite left for the Weinberg model. 

The source of the problem can be traced back to the reality of the KM 
matrix. Following the work of Branco52', it was generally assumed that SCPV 
and NFC together always imply a real mixing matrix for any UQ and any number 
of Higgs doublets. Although the statement is correct58' for nG = 3, we have 
recent1)- given a specific counterexample54' for nc = 4 and performed a general 
analysis68' of models where SCPV and NFC are consistent with a CP violating 
KM matrix. For more than three generations, the attractive scenario of SCPV 
and NFC may still be viable. 

4.3 Left-Right Symmetry 
The aesthetic appeal of SU[2)L x SU(2)H x U(1)B-L gauge models6*' derives 
from their property of allowing for spontaneous breaking of all symmetries, 
gauged and discrete, already with the minimal Higgs sector. Except for a special 
case of so-called non-manifest CP to be briefly mentioned in subsection 4.5, the 
minimal left-right symmetric model (MLRM) with SCPV has 

\KR<ii\ = \Ktii\ = |V,y| (4.4) 

for the left- and right-handed mixing matrices KL, KR. Requiring that the 
genuine left-right attribution AM£fi to the KL - Ks mass difference is not 
bigger than the experimental value, one gets67' 

M2 > 2.5 TeV 
4.5) 

M*o > 10 TeV 

for the mass M2 of the heavy charged vector boson W-i and for the average mass 
MHO of the two flavour changing neutral Higgs bosons present in the MI-RM. 

It is often overlooked wen by disciples in the left-right community that there 
are certain physically relevant "sign factors*"' in the MLRM. Their origin is 
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easy to explain: although one can always find a basis such (hat (4.4) can actually 
be written 

KR = Kl (4.6) 
this basis need not be the one of the KM phast. convention. Insisting on the 
KM conventions for KL will in general require phase transformations on the 
quark Selds upsetting (4.6) but, of course, not (4.4). In the following I shall 
only discuss the physically more interesting case67' 

contrary to what happens in the so-called manifest left-right symmetric case. 
Because of the genuine LR contributions, t cau be accommodated in the 

MLRM even if J were substantially smaller than (2.3), provided Mi i 0(40 
TeV). An interesting relation can be established between e'/e and dn because 
both e* and dn are dominated by diagrams with Wi - WR mbcing shown in Fig. 
7. In addition to the upper bound 

| t

J/e|<6 10-5 (4.8) 

one obtains67' 

d.a/K.e.-Jj (4.9) 
where / is a rather complicated function of quark masses, mixing angles and 
sign factors. The relation (4.9) gives rise to a non-trivial lower bound for d„ of 
approximately 

K | > 3 - l(T J 4je.cm (4.10) 

for «*/£ > 0, while the upper bound is superseded by the experimental limit 
(2.29). If the new value for 4\t in (2.14) is confirmed, the MLRM with (4.7) 
requires2 \dn\ to be not much smaller than 10"M e.cm. 

Turning to the B° - Tfi system, the choice (4.7) implies 

t ' Ä W < 0 ' (*•»> 

Thus, J92 - 2JJ mixing can oe enhanced compared to the SM if J5J - BJ mixing 
is reduced and vice versa, although the influence of left-right symmetry is sub
stantially smaller68-59' than for K° -IP. Concerning CP violation"', both mass 
matrix and amplitude CP violation are enhanced for B°, compared to the SM. 
For other CP violating effects in left-right symmetric theories I refer to Ref. 4. 

7 With the inequality in (4.7) turned around, | J , | is expected to be of the order 10" , T e.cin. 
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4.4 Supersymmetry 
In the minimal SUSY extension of the SM based on N = 1 supergravity, the 
additional sources of CP violation are mainly due to gluino and squark exchange. 
For the calculation of mass matrix CP violation for both K* - IT5 and B° - B6 

one needs the down-squark mass matrix 

^ = / fill + Mj + cV+AQV AyMd 

'd~[ ApMd &1 + W 
The quantities / i ^ , fi and A are due to soft SUSY breaking terms, AfU) Md 

are the diagonal quark mass matrices and c characterises radiative corrections 
to the tree level squark mass matrix. For c — 0, (4.12) would be flavour diagonal. 
Thus, SUSY contributions to both ÜC0 - IT* and B° - TF mixing are strongly 
dependent on c in addition to the dependence on squark and gluino masses. 

There are in principle two sources of CP violation in (4.12). In addition to 
the KM phase in V, the parameter A is in general complex. The corresponding 
phase <pA combines with a similar phase <pj from the gluino mass term to yield 
a gauge invariant SUSY phase 

*Ps = i>9-<PA- ( 4 1 3 ) 

The SUSY phase <ps contributes to d„ already at the one-loop level implying 
an upper bound4' 

<Psi 10- 2. (4.14) 
Because of (4.14). (ps can be neglected for CP violation in the K and L systems. 
For <ps ~ 0, all CP violating amplitudes must again be proportional to the SM 
order parameter J. 

Referring to Ref. 4 for details, the situation can be summarized as follows. 
In view of improved lower bounds on gluino and squark masses and for theore-
tic?ily acceptable values \c\ < 1 of the crucial parameter c, SUSY contributions 
to e, e* and CP violation in B° - W are probably less important than origi
nally expected. Although AAfß is bigger than in the SM, there is still some 
debate60'00' as to the magnitude of this enhancement. As in the SM, the scale 
for CP violation is set by the parameter J . 

4.5 Generalized CP Invariance 
As the last topic of this section, I want to discuss a straightforward general
ization61'*2* of the usual CP tvansformations. This generalisation has to do with 

(4.12) 
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the existence of generations. Prom a group lueoretic point of view, generations 
appear as reducible representations with >;<? copies of the same basic irreducible 
representation of the gauge group. 

Let us consider an arbitrary gauge theory with n& fermion generations and 
assume for definiteness that the left- and right-handed fields qi, qR transform 
as inequivalent representations of the underlying gauge group, as is the case 
for SU(2)L x U[l) or SU{2)L x SU[2)R x U[l). Disregarding scalar fields for 
the moment, the Lagrangian is obviously invariant under the generalized CP 
transformations3 

fc(x«,x) - UCPCql{x\-i) 

?fi(x3,x} - VCPCqR(x°,-£) 

with the Dirac charge conjugation matrix C and arbitrary riö-diinenaional uni
tary matrices UCP, VCP- The important point is that the weak eigenfields qi, 
qR are completely equivalent before scalar fields are introduced. Thus, there is 
a priori no reason to prefer certain Ucp, VCp. Of course, a lot of the frsedom in 
the choice of UCP, VCP is really redundant because under a basis transformation 
we have 

UCP - WlUcpWl , ^ 
4.16 

VCP - WlUcpWi 
with unitary Wi, WR. One may even have the suspicion that one can always 
choose WL, WR in such a way that Ucp, Vcp are transformed into unit matrices 
recovering thereby the usual CP transformations. We have recently shown*3' 
that this is in general not the case: although UCp, VCP may always be brought to 
certain real standard forms, the resulting matrices are in general non-diagonal. 

Introducing scalar fields, one has a similar freedom in defining a CP trans
formation for no copies of scalar irreps. Once fermions and scalar fields are 
allowed to interact, generalized CP will constrain the Yukawa couplings in a 
possibly much more severe way than the standard CP transformations which 
enforce real Yukawa couplings. In a certain sense, CP may act like a discrete ho
rizontal symmetry, although generalized CP is in general not equivalent4 to the 
combined action of the standard CP transformation and a horizontal symmetry. 

To show the non-triviality of generalized CP, I mention two characteristic 
examples. 

3 The (auge fields transform in the standard way. 
'Applying generalized CP twice always yields a horizontal symmetry, which may, however, 

be trivial. 
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i) For nG = n H = 2 in 51/(2)* x i/(l), generalized CP can enforce56» NFC in 
a noD-irivial way without constraining the Cabibbo angle. This is known 
to be impossible84' via a horizontal symmetry. 

ii) In the MLRM with nc = 3, generalised CP yields a unique model*2' (the 
case of non-manifest CP mentioned in subsection 4.3) with non-trivial 
relations between quark masses and mixing angles. In this case, the un
derlying mechanism is a different action of P and CP in flavour space. 

5 Conclusion 
Two classed of CP violating effects can be distinguished on the basis of present-
day experimental possibilities. 

i) "Measurable* effects predicted by the SM. 
The natural magnitude of CP violating amplitudes is determined by the 
rephasing invariant parameter J in (2.2) with J ~ 3 • 10"6. Enhanced 
effects can only occur in processes which are themselves supprec&ed, such 
as 

t = 0(J/*\), «« = 0(1(4//«!). (5-1) 
The general conclusion exemplified in Sect. 3 for rare K and B decays is 
inevitable within the confines of the SM: 

large CP violating asymmetries <—• small rates. 

ii) Effects unmeasurably small in the SM. 
Measurements in this class bear the possible promise of opening a window 
to look beyond the SM. Prominent among such effects are dipole moments, 
dilepton charge asymmetries (esp. for BJ), CP violation in D decays, 
asymmetries in Z° decays, etc. 

It does not require a lot of foresight to emphasize the importance of pursuing 
both classes of measurements with high-precision experiments in this and the 
next decade. We still need to understand a lot more about CP violation. 
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• 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1: Box diagram for JT° - T*. 

Fig. 2: Electromagnetic penguin diagram to seroth order QCD. 

Fig. 3: One-loop diagrams for iff -+ 77 in chiral perturbation theory. 

Fig. 4: Pole diagram for Äf - • 77. 

Fig. 5: Asymmetry (3.1) for / = 77 taken from Ref. 36. 

Fig. 6: Lowest order diagram for the amplitude B2 in (3.11) with the *dH vertex 
induced at the one-loop level. 

Fig. 7: Dominant diagrams for «* and dt in the MLRM involving WL - WR mixing. 
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